
Happiness is defined as an emotion and a psychological state of emotional well-being,1

and is widely perceived as positive, much like joy and pleasure.2 Emotions are mental reactions

of feelings that are subjectively felt and are usually targeted toward a specific object or event.3

Whether or not and how a certain emotion is felt by an individual is related to that person’s

value, experience, and ideals.4 At first glance, happiness, given its ubiquity as an emotional

experience, may not seem like something difficult or impossible to be measured. While

commonly—even, universally—experienced, happiness is also, in a sense, abstract and, as an

experience, specific to each individual; thus, happiness cannot be translated into specific

measurements, that is, in any way that permits insight into different degrees of the experience.

This essay will defend this argument by examining the psychological experience and how the

brain plays a part with this emotion. Firstly, it will go over the subjectivity of happiness.

Secondly, it will explore the transient nature of emotions and how the degree of happiness felt is

often relative to the circumstance. Thirdly, it will bring up how people can experience multiple

emotions and how it would make it hard to clearly block out the exact feeling or the exact degree

of it. Fourthly, it will explore common psychological assessment approaches and their

inappropriateness for measuring happiness. Finally, it will point out that our current knowledge

of brain activity does not enable us to objectively record happiness.

Happiness is a very subjective experience, and its subjectivity would seem to make it

hard to measure objectively. The term happiness is often associated with two factors: an

experience of feelings that derive from an emotion such as joy and an overall appraisal for one’s

current state of life and how satisfying it is.5 Both factors are deeply rooted in the perspective of

the individual who is experiencing happiness. Indeed, what makes someone feel happy is



directly related to their personal beliefs, which will vary from person to person.6 Take, for

example, the debate about whether money brings happiness—or not. Some may be satisfied only

if they are wealthy, while others may be satisfied with a not-so-affluent life if it means that they

get to spend time with the people who are important to them.

Such differences in emotional responses to objective differences in life situations renders

the measurement of happiness difficult. As another example, imagine an individual who is at

their lowest. Under such circumstances, if something small, but nice that would be normally

considered insignificant happens in that person's life, this could lift their spirits up more than it

usually would in another scenario. The contrast between the pleasant and unpleasant, now quite

distinct, could change the degree of joy felt by the individual. In another scenario, something that

would usually make a person joyful might have less of an effect on them if that person has been

experiencing more positive things in their life. The varied responses individuals feel in relation

to seemingly objective stimuli for happiness represents a challenge in measuring the emotion.

The transience of emotions adds to the complexities of evaluating and measuring

happiness.7 Most emotions are fleeting and occur in a given moment in an individual’s mind.8 A

lot of events in life that act as a stimulus come and go continuously; someone could be sad one

moment and their mood could shift to something positive right after being given great news that

outweighs the sadness.

The time sensitive nature of emotions makes measurement challenging. Surveys that ask

people to indicate their level of happiness capture momentary glimpses of what someone is

feeling. These responses are likely to differ from minute to minute, day to day, and so on. Many

emotions, including happiness, that are felt, while short-lived, can have a great and, in some



respects, lasting, impact.8 While an emotion might be fleeting, the experience of some emotion

might influence their perception of that prior experience. That is, once the stimulus for some

feeling wears off, one might assess one’s emotional state more dispassionately, which may lead

to a different interpretation of what they were feeling then.8

The different dimensions and layers of emotions contribute to the complexities of

accurately mapping out happiness and it’s exact value. In many scenarios the individual is able to

identify what they are feeling whether happy, joyful, sad, angry or scared.9 Yet, sometimes a

person might experience multiple, layered—even, contrasting—emotions at the same time. For

example, an individual who experienced abuse at the hands of a former friend or partner might

feel relief upon learning that that person was publicly exposed as abusive; at the same time,

they might also feel anger, disgust, fear, or disbelief that the abuser behaved as they did.

Depending on the complexity of the circumstance, emotions could mix and interchange swiftly.8

This aspect of emotional experiences can make recognizing, evaluating, and picking apart one’s

own emotions difficult. Moreover, one study looked at how quick, fleeting emotions could affect

people’s judgment and found that people’s interpretation of expressions of emotion of either

them or other people and what emotions these expression represent can be easily influenced by

their own transient emotions.7

The main approach of using surveys to detect a psychological state or emotion would also

not be applicable to happiness because of its complex layers of definition that may cause

misinterpretations. 10 Many psychological disorder or state uses surveys or questionnaires as an

aid in diagnosis, depression for example uses the Beck Depression Inventory scale to help



diagnosis10. Happiness, also, is sometimes measured through these types of surveys, with

questions such as “how often do you feel like you are happy over the past week.”11 These

surveys aim to collect data that correlates with how happy people are and usually is used in

comparing levels of happiness between groups of people.5 While seemingly useful, these

surveys are nonetheless flawed. Most surveys are designed with the goal of obtaining accurate

and honest results; yet, sometimes people may lie or provide inaccurate responses, whether

unintentionally or intentionally.12 Barnum effect, which refers to when a person believes that

vague predictions have specific application to oneself, leads to a wrong interpretation of the

questions which may lead to an inaccurate result.13 Although this is a condition that is more

associated with personality quizzes, the underlying logic and cause of the Barnum effect is one

thing to keep in mind with the wordings used in self-reporting tests and surveys because vague

concepts and phrases are going to be misleading. If the survey used to measure happiness uses

phrases such as “often feels good,” how can researchers be sure that one individual's idea of

“often” and “good” is the same as another person’s?14 Especially with concepts such as

happiness, an abstract idea, the meaning of which can venture into philosophy or psychology,

will lead to different interpretations based on different people.5 These factors complicate survey

responses and show their limited utility in measuring happiness.

The brain has been observed to demonstrate patterns of activity seemingly related to or

indicative of happiness. The amygdala, we know, is involved in regulating and responding to

both positive and negative emotions. Also, when people think happy thoughts or are in a state of

pleasure, neurotransmitters, such as dopamine and serotonin, are released and seem to trigger



those feelings.15,16 A trigger for dopamine could be shopping or smelling something nice; a

trigger for dopamine might be getting a reward after an exam or eating one’s favorate snack .17

References to activity in the amygdala or levels of neurotransmitters seem like great ways

to measure happiness objectively, but they are not without pitfalls. The physiological activities of

the brain that relate to emotional experiences are not yet feasible to be used for measuring

happiness. Many complex procedures in this organ that allow people to feel as they do are not

well understood and able to be assessed as one can do with, for example, blood sugar levels.18

The specific way in which the amygdala plays a role in our emotions is not clear.14 It is

established that the amygdala do take a part in the function of emotions, fight or flight response,

social interactions and so on but the exact how is not clear. It interferes with regulation of the

system, but which active activities of the amygdala reflect which specific function isn’t clear.14

Neurotransmitters, while related to emotions, are also associated with many states and activities

that are unrelated to emotions., so measuring some level of neurotransmitter will not directly or

necessarily represent happiness.

The nerves, chemicals and the psyche of humans represent a complex web that is largely

not understood to this day. Happiness and the challenges in measuring it are emblematic of this

complexity. Assessing “how much happiness” is going through a person’s mind is currently

impossible, and, perhaps, always will be.
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